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Assessment of bone tissue mineral density �TMD� may provide information critical to the under-

standing of mineralization processes and bone biomechanics. High-resolution three-dimensional

assessment of TMD has recently been demonstrated using synchrotron radiation microcomputed

tomography �SR�CT�; however, this imaging modality is relatively inaccessible due to the scarcity

of SR facilities. Conventional desktop �CT systems are widely available and have been used

extensively to assess bone microarchitecture. However, the polychromatic source and cone-shaped

beam geometry complicate assessment of TMD by conventional �CT. The goal of this study was

to evaluate �CT-based measurement of degree and distribution of tissue mineralization in a quan-

titative, spatially resolved manner. Specifically, �CT measures of bone mineral content �BMC� and

TMD were compared to those obtained by SR�CT and gravimetric methods. Cylinders of trabe-

cular bone were machined from human femoral heads �n=5�, vertebrae �n=5�, and proximal tibiae

�n=4�. Cylinders were imaged in saline on a polychromatic �CT system at an isotropic voxel size

of 8 �m. Volumes were reconstructed using beam hardening correction algorithms based on

hydroxyapatite �HA�-resin wedge phantoms of 200 and 1200 mg HA /cm3. SR�CT imaging was

performed at an isotropic voxel size of 7.50 �m at the National Synchrotron Light Source. Attenu-

ation values were converted to HA concentration using a linear regression derived by imaging a

calibration phantom. Architecture and mineralization parameters were calculated from the image

data. Specimens were processed using gravimetric methods to determine ash mass and density.

�CT-based BMC values were not affected by altering the beam hardening correction. Volume-

averaged TMD values calculated by the two corrections were significantly different �p=0.008� in

high volume fraction specimens only, with the 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction resulting in a 4.7%

higher TMD value. �CT and SR�CT provided significantly different measurements of both BMC

and TMD �p�0.05�. In high volume fraction specimens, �CT with 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction

resulted in BMC and TMD values 16.7% and 15.0% lower, respectively, than SR�CT values. In

low volume fraction specimens, �CT with 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction resulted in BMC and

TMD values 12.8% and 12.9% lower, respectively, than SR�CT values. �CT and SR�CT values

were well-correlated when volume fraction groups were considered individually �BMC R2=0.97

−1.00; TMD R2=0.78−0.99�. Ash mass and density were higher than the SR�CT equivalents by

8.6% in high volume fraction specimens and 10.9% in low volume fraction specimens �p�0.05�.

BMC values calculated by tomography were highly correlated with ash mass �ash versus �CT

R2=0.96−1.00; ash versus SR�CT R2=0.99−1.00�. TMD values calculated by tomography were

moderately correlated with ash density �ash versus �CT R2=0.64−0.72; ash versus SR�CT R2

=0.64�. Spatially resolved comparisons highlighted substantial geometric nonuniformity in the �CT

data, which were reduced �but not eliminated� using the 1200 mg HA /cm3 beam hardening cor-

rection, and did not exist in the SR�CT data. This study represents the first quantitative comparison

of �CT mineralization evaluation against SR�CT and gravimetry. Our results indicate that �CT

mineralization measures are underestimated but well-correlated with SR�CT and gravimetric data,

particularly when volume fraction groups are considered individually. © 2008 American Associa-

tion of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2924210�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bone strength is influenced by many complex factors. Bone

mineral density �BMD� assessed by dual x-ray absorptiom-

etry is considered a surrogate measure for determining frac-

ture risk, but does not entirely predict fracture or adequately

assess therapeutic interventions. Recently, the importance of

trabecular microarchitecture in determining bone strength
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has been brought to the attention of the clinical

community.
1,2

Improved predictions of biomechanical prop-

erties have been found as a result of including measures of

trabecular bone structure.
3–5

By including compositional

measures—e.g., degree and distribution of mineralization—

even more powerful predictions of fracture risk may be

possible.

Degree of mineralization of bone or tissue mineral density

�TMD� is known to influence tissue-level mechanical

properties.
6

Increased mineralization is associated with

greater amounts of tissue damage,
7

and hypermineralized

sites present localized sites for crack initiation.
8

The distri-

bution of mineralization within bone tissue may also have an

effect on tissue properties.
9,10

Thus, high-resolution three-

dimensional �3D� quantification of tissue mineralization may

provide information critical to the understanding of bone

biomechanics and to the assessment of bone strength. Addi-

tionally, tissue engineering efforts as well as studies of min-

eralization mechanics would profit from the ability to image

mineralization in a nondestructive, spatially resolved man-

ner.

Common techniques for mineral evaluation include

ashing,
11

microradiography,
12

backscattered electron

microscopy,
13

nanoindentation,
14

and Fourier-transform in-

frared spectroscopy.
15

However, each of these techniques is

destructive and none provide 3D information.

Three-dimensional spatially resolved assessment of TMD

has recently been demonstrated using synchrotron radiation

microcomputed tomography �SR�CT�.
16,17

The monoener-

getic, high flux, parallel beam used in SR�CT provides high

spatial resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio, and accurate at-

tenuation measurement, thus rendering SR�CT an appropri-

ate gold standard for 3D TMD evaluation. However, SR�CT

studies are inaccessible to many researchers due to the scar-

city of SR facilities.

Conventional desktop �CT systems are widely available

and have been used extensively to assess bone microarchi-

tecture. Conventional �CT has been shown to provide accu-

rate measures of architecture in trabecular bone as compared

to SR�CT.
18

However, the polychromatic source and cone-

shaped beam geometry complicate the assessment of TMD.

Beam hardening effects resulting from the preferential at-

tenuation of low energies from the polychromatic source lead

to geometric nonuniformities in signal and a nonlinear rela-

tionship between attenuation and material density. Beam

hardening correction algorithms have been introduced to

overcome this limitation and have provided measurable im-

provements in attenuation linearity.
19

While qualitative com-

parisons of conventional and synchrotron radiation mineral-

ization images have been made,
20,21

quantitative spatially

resolved comparisons have not been performed.

The goal of this study was to evaluate �CT-based mea-

surement of degree and distribution of bone mineralization in

a quantitative, spatially resolved manner. Conventional �CT

mineralization measurements were compared to those per-

formed by SR�CT, the gold standard for 3D spatially re-

solved mineralization analysis, and by gravimetric methods

�ashing�, the standard for volume-averaged bone tissue mea-

surements. Specifically, our objectives were to: �1� Compare

�CT measurements of bone mineral content �BMC� and

volume-averaged TMD to those derived by SR�CT and by

gravimetric measurements and �2� compare �CT assessment

of mineral distribution to that measured by SR�CT. To make

spatially resolved comparisons, mineralization was evaluated

as a function of distance from a trabecular surface. Architec-

tural parameters determined by the two imaging techniques

were also compared for completeness.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Specimen preparation

UCSF Committee for Human Research approval was

granted for this work. Femoral head specimens were surgi-

cally excised during hip arthroplasty procedures at UCSF.

Vertebrae and tibiae were harvested from human cadavers

�National Disease Research Interchange, Philadelphia, PA�.

Each specimen was taken from a unique donor. Cylinders of

trabecular bone �8 mm diameter, 4 mm length� were ma-

chined from the femoral head �FEM, n=5�, vertebral body

�VERT, n=5�, and proximal tibia �TIB, n=4�. The specimens

were completely cleaned of marrow using a water jet with

sonicator agitation and detergent washes as necessary �1%,

Tergazyme, Alconox, Inc.�. No further chemical defatting

was necessary to remove marrow. Specimens were stored at

−20 °C when not being processed.

II.B. Conventional polychromatic �CT imaging

In preparation for imaging, each specimen was placed in

an acrylic holder, submerged in saline, and vacuum degassed

to remove any air bubbles trapped in the pore spaces. The

cylinders were imaged while still submerged in saline on a

conventional polychromatic �CT system ��CT 40 Scanco

Medical AG., Bruttisellen, Switzerland�. This device consists

of an x-ray source producing a narrow-angle cone beam, a

0.5 mm thick aluminum filter plate to eliminate the lowest

energies from the beam, a cesium iodide scintillator, and a 12

bit charge coupled device �CCD� detector �2048

�64 pixels�. A previous generation of this scanner has been

described in detail.
22

Imaging was performed at a voxel size

of 8 �m �isotropic� with a source potential of 70 kV and

tube current of 114 �A. Each scan consisted of 2000 pro-

jections over 360 deg, with the sample rotated in equiangular

steps about its longitudinal axis. For each projection, sam-

pling occurred over an integration time of 250 ms and two

images were averaged to reduce the effects of noise. Dark

current and raw beam measurements were made once at the

beginning of each scan. Scanning time was 11−12 h per

specimen. Three-dimensional data sets were reconstructed

using a cone beam approximation.
23

Attenuation values were

converted to hydroxyapatite �HA� concentration using a lin-

ear regression derived by imaging a calibration phantom

containing rods of HA-resin mixtures �0, 100, 200, 400, and

800 mg HA /cm3�.
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To minimize the influence of specimen geometry on re-

constructed linear attenuation values, a voltage- and scanner-

specific beam hardening correction is generally implemented

by users of this device. To create the beam hardening correc-

tion factor, a step wedge phantom composed of a HA-resin

mixture �200 mg HA /cm3� was imaged at the appropriate

source voltage �70 kV� at a time-point previous to this ex-

periment. This concentration was originally chosen by the

manufacturer as a reasonable approximation of apparent

level mineral density �averaged over the bulk sample vol-

ume� for trabecular bone specimens or whole bone samples

from small animals. The x-ray intensity at each width of the

wedge �I� and the unobstructed reference intensity �I0� were

measured. A polynomial was then fit to the ln�I0 / I� versus

thickness data. The deviation of this polynomial from linear-

ity indicates the degree of beam hardening and was used to

derive correction factors, which were then applied to projec-

tion data prior to reconstruction. To investigate the influence

of the correction on the architecture and mineralization pa-

rameters, a second beam hardening correction based on a

1200 mg HA /cm3 wedge phantom was also used.

II.C. SR�CT imaging

SR�CT imaging was performed on beamline X2B of the

National Synchrotron Light Source �Brookhaven National

Laboratory, Upton, NY�. This beamline is equipped with a

monochromator to create a specific narrow energy incident

beam. The collimated monochromatic beam passes through

the sample, onto a cesium iodide scintillator, and is then

projected through a 4� microscope objective onto a 16 bit

CCD detector �2680�1300 pixels�. The specimen holder is

mounted on a computer-controlled high-precision rotation

and translation stage.

The specimens were prepared for scanning by vacuum

degassing in saline. All specimens were scanned under iden-

tical conditions using a 26 keV beam selected based on an

established energy optimization protocol.
24,25

Each scan con-

sisted of 1440 projections over 360 deg, with the sample

rotated in equiangular steps about its longitudinal axis. For

each projection, sampling occurred over an integration time

of 1800–2200 ms �adjusted to compensate for beam decay

over the beam fill cycle�. Since the signal-to-noise ratio is

high in SR�CT scans, a single projection was recorded per

rotation. Dark current and raw beam measurements were

made at intervals �every 20 or 40 projections, according to

the beam decay profile� during each scan to adjust for detec-

tor inhomogeneities, spatial variation in beam intensity, and

beam decay. Typical scanning time was 3−4 h per speci-

men. A filtered backprojection algorithm was applied to re-

construct 3D volume images with an isotropic voxel size of

7.50 �m.
26

The HA calibration phantom described above

was scanned under the same conditions as the bone speci-

mens and used to convert SR�CT grayscale values to HA

concentration.

II.D. Image processing

All image processing steps were conducted using Image

Processing Language �IPL, Scanco Medical AG� on an

Alpha-based openVMS workstation �DS20E, Hewlett Pack-

ard, Inc.�. Both �CT and SR�CT files were imported to the

openVMS workstation as signed 16 bit data files. The

SR�CT data were resampled to a voxel size of 8 �m. For

both �CT and SR�CT data, contours encompassing the en-

tire cross section of each slice were created semiautomati-

cally to define the volume of interest �VOI� for analysis. A

Gaussian filter ��=1, 3�3 kernel� was applied to all images

to remove high frequency noise. Thresholds were determined

manually and verified through visual comparison to the

original grayscale image. The threshold value most accu-

rately delineating trabecular surfaces and voids in all speci-

mens of a particular site and modality was chosen. The

threshold selection for SR�CT images is straightforward due

to the high contrast between tissue and background voxels.

The �CT images have a lower signal-to-noise ratio and less

well-resolved tissue and background histogram peaks and

therefore require greater care in threshold selection �Fig. 1�.

A single threshold value was used for all specimens of a

particular site and modality, therefore this technique is re-

ferred to as the fixed thresholding scheme. Thresholds were

determined independently for SR�CT specimens �one

threshold for each specimen type: FEM=715 mg HA /cm3;

TIB, VERT=556 mg HA /cm3�, for �CT with

200 mg HA /cm3 correction �FEM=576 mg HA /cm3; TIB,

VERT=556 mg HA /cm3�, and for �CT with

1200 mg HA /cm3 correction �FEM=576 mg HA /cm3;

TIB, VERT=556 mg HA /cm3�. Though they were indepen-

dently selected, the thresholds were identical for the two

FIG. 1. Comparison of �CT and SR�CT images of a specimen from the

human femoral head. Histograms of the two images are overlaid �back-

ground peaks truncated�.
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�CT data sets. Similarly, thresholds for proximal tibia and

vertebral specimens were identical within each group.

To investigate the influence of thresholding technique on

the accuracy of �CT parameters, two additional thresholding

schemes were applied to the �CT data with

200 mg HA /cm3 correction. An adaptive thresholding

scheme was applied, which automatically determined the

grayscale value equivalent to the minimum change in bone

volume fraction, or bone volume/total volume ratio �BV/

TV�. Additionally, a volume fraction matching approach was

used, taking advantage of the ease of segmentation afforded

by the high contrast SR�CT images. The volume fraction

matching approach automatically determined an individual

threshold for each �CT image by matching the resulting vol-

ume fraction to that of the associated SR�CT image.

II.E. Parameter evaluation

Structural parameters were calculated from the binarized

reconstructions using code written in IPL. BV/TV was mea-

sured by direct voxel counting.
27

Trabecular thickness

�Tb.Th�, trabecular separation �Tb.Sp�, and trabecular num-

ber �Tb.N� were calculated using a skeletonization routine

and the model-independent 3D distance transform

method.
28–30

Mineralization parameters were calculated from the grey-

level data using IPL and MATLAB �The Mathworks, Inc.,

Natick, MA� code. Based on the results of the thresholding

technique investigation, the manually determined fixed

thresholds were used for all of the following calculations.

BMC and volume-averaged TMD for each specimen were

calculated based on relationships derived from the rule of

mixtures, which specifies that the mean density of a volume

of interest is equal to the sum of the density of each compo-

nent within the volume scaled by its volume fraction. For the

case of trabecular bone with a uniform background this can

be written as

TMD = �BMDVOI − BMDback * �1 − BV/TV��/�BV/TV� . �1�

In this equation BMDVOI and BMDback are derived directly

from the image data; BMDVOI is the mean mineralization

value of all voxels in the VOI and BMDback is the mean

mineralization of the background voxels. Prior to determin-

ing BMDback five voxels were eroded from the interface be-

tween bone and background to remove background voxels

influenced by partial volume artifacts. By using this method

to calculate TMD—rather than calculating the mean intensity

of all bone voxels within a segmented image—we avoid the

direct dependence of TMD on the number of voxels peeled

from the bone surface.

BMC can be calculated by multiplying TMD by the total

volume of bone in the imaged sample

BMC = TMD*BV. �2�

To visualize the data in a spatially resolved manner, a dis-

tance value was assigned to each bone voxel in each data set

�Fig. 2�. This distance value represents the number of voxels

separating the voxel in question from the nearest surface

voxel. The average voxel mineralization was then calculated

for each distance value within a given image. This allows the

visualization of mineral distribution through the depth of the

trabeculae. The same was done for the voxels in the interior

of the cylinder �75% of the overall diameter� and for those in

the outer periphery of the cylinder. To quantify the effects of

beam hardening, geometric nonuniformity �cupping artifact�

was assessed by comparing voxel intensities in the interior of

the cylinder to those in the periphery. If a cupping artifact

exists, we expect the mean mineralization value for the inte-

rior of the cylinder to be lower than that of the periphery for

a given distance value. To calculate geometric nonunifor-

mity, the difference between inner and peripheral voxel val-

ues was calculated at each distance value. Since surface vox-

els �lowest distance values� may be affected by partial

FIG. 2. Data representing mineralization and depth for each voxel within a portion of a SR�CT image. Left: Mineralization �mg HA /cm3�. Right: Distance

from the nearest surface �voxels�. Distance data are calculated in three dimensions.
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volume effects and voxels furthest from the surface �highest

distance values� are not numerous enough to comprise a rep-

resentative sample, they were excluded from this analysis.

II.F. Gravimetric analysis

Following �CT and SR�CT imaging, each specimen was

processed using established gravimetric protocols.
11

Speci-

mens were dehydrated in a furnace at 100 °C for 12 h, then

ashed at 600 °C for 48 h. Ash mass was determined by

weighing each specimen in its crucible once cooled back to

room temperature, then subtracting the crucible weight deter-

mined prior to ashing. Measurements after an additional 24 h

at 600 °C confirmed the complete removal of organic con-

stituents. Ash density was calculated by dividing ash mass by

tissue volume as measured by SR�CT imaging. This ap-

proach was deemed more accurate than relying on a water-

displacement method for tissue volume measurement due to

the ease of segmentation of SR�CT data. It also avoided

potential physical damage to the specimens, which would

have affected the ash mass measurement.

II.G. Statistics

Statistical computations were performed using JMP �SAS

Institute, Inc., Cary NC�. Residual analysis was performed to

identify outliers. Results calculated from the �CT images

using the two beam hardening corrections were compared

using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests. The Friedman test was used

to compare parameters obtained from �CT images using the

two beam hardening corrections to those obtained via

SR�CT imaging. Additional Friedman testing was used to

compare �CT and SR�CT results to gravimetric measures.

Comparisons between specimen groups �high versus low

volume fraction groups� were performed using Wilcoxon

sign-rank tests.

III. RESULTS

Specimens were divided into two volume fraction groups

for comparisons among �CT, SR�CT, and gravimetric re-

sults: High volume fraction �HVF� including femur speci-

mens �BV /TV=33�4� and low volume fraction �LVF� in-

cluding tibia specimens �BV /TV=9�3� and vertebral

specimens �BV /TV=9�3�. One vertebral sample was iden-

tified as an outlier based on residual analysis of the mineral-

ization data. On investigating the image data, we found that

this sample contained small slivers of trabeculae created dur-

ing the machining process. These slivers may have contrib-

uted to errors in mineralization data due to partial volume or

segmentation artifacts. This sample was excluded from

analysis.

III.A. Architecture

Regressions between �CT and SR�CT architecture pa-

rameters resulted in strong correlations for all threshold

schemes and beam hardening corrections applied to the �CT

images �Table I�. Based on the comparison of regression sta-

tistics and in keeping with the literature
18,31

the fixed thresh-

old scheme was chosen to be the basis of further analysis.

Differences in architecture values between the two �CT

beam hardening corrections were small �Table II�. In the

HVF group, only Tb.Th was influenced by the beam harden-

ing correction �1.5% diff; p=0.008�. In the LVF group, all

architecture parameters were influenced by changing the

beam hardening correction �0.9% min diff, 5.1% max diff;

p=0.008�.

Small but significant differences between �CT and

SR�CT data were found for all architecture parameters with

the exception of Tb.Sp �Table II�. Tb.Th values calculated by

�CT were overestimated only with the 200 mg HA /cm3

beam hardening correction �HVF 1.7%, LVF 2.5%�. Tb.N

values calculated by �CT were overestimated only in the

HVF group �4.4% with both beam hardening corrections�.

BV/TV values calculated by �CT differed from SR�CT val-

ues only in the LVF group �1.1% overestimation with the

200 mg HA /cm3 correction, 4.1% underestimation with the

1200 mg HA /cm3 correction�.

III.B. Mineralization

�CT-based BMC values were not affected by changing

the beam hardening correction �Table II�. TMD values in the

HVF group were significantly different as calculated by the

two beam hardening corrections �p�0.0001�, with the

1200 mg HA /cm3 beam hardening correction resulting in a

4.7% higher TMD value. In the LVF group there was no

significant difference in TMD values calculated using the

two beam hardening corrections.

TABLE I. Regression statistics comparing architecture parameters calculated by �CT and SR�CT imaging. Three thresholding strategies �fixed, adaptive,

volume fraction-matched� were implemented on �CT data with 200 mg /cm3 beam hardening �BH� correction. Regression data for �CT data with

1200 mg /cm3 BH correction �fixed threshold� is shown for comparison. All correlations significant at p�0.0001.

�CT 200 BH vs SR�CT �CT 1200 BH vs SR�CT

Fixed Adaptive VF-matched Fixed

Slope Int R2 Slope Int R2 Slope Int R2 Slope Int R2

BV/TV 1.04 0.00 1.00 1.07 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

Tb.Th 0.98 0.01 1.00 1.08 −0.01 1.00 0.98 0.01 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00

Tb.Sp 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.01 −0.01 1.00 1.01 0.00 1.00 1.02 −0.01 1.00

Tb.N 1.07 −0.07 0.99 1.07 −0.07 1.00 1.08 −0.08 0.99 1.08 −0.08 0.99
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Significant differences between �CT and SR�CT miner-

alization values were found in both volume fraction groups

�Table II�. In the HVF group, the 1200 mg HA /cm3 correc-

tion resulted in BMC and TMD values 16.7% and 15.0%

lower, respectively, than SR�CT values. In the LVF group,

the 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction resulted in BMC and TMD

values 12.8% and 12.9% lower, respectively, than SR�CT

values.

The relatively larger underestimation of mineralization

measures in HVF bone led to a further discrepancy between

�CT and SR�CT data; in the �CT data set TMD of the HVF

group was significantly lower than that of the LVF group

�p=0.004�, while in the SR�CT analysis the groups had sta-

tistically indistinguishable TMD values.

Gravimetric ash mass and density were significantly

higher than SR�CT �and consequently �CT� mineralization

values in both volume fraction groups �Table II�. In the HVF

group, both ash mass and ash density were higher than the

SR�CT equivalents by 8.6%. In the LVF group, ash mass

and ash density were higher than the SR�CT equivalents by

10.9%.

Individual specimen values as well as regressions were

plotted to explore relationships among �CT, SR�CT, and

gravimetry mineralization results �Fig. 3�. BMC values cal-

culated by tomography were highly correlated with ash mass

�ash versus �CT R2=0.96−1.00; ash versus SR�CT R2

=0.99−1.00�. High correlations were found between �CT

and SR�CT BMC values �R2=0.97−1.00�. Though no sig-

nificant differences were found between �CT BMC values

calculated using the two beam hardening corrections, the

1200 mg HA /cm3 correction consistently yielded results

closer to the SR�CT values.

TMD values calculated by tomography were moderately

correlated with ash density �ash versus �CT R2=0.64−0.72;

ash versus SR�CT R2=0.64�. Of the two �CT beam hard-

ening algorithms the 200 mg HA /cm3 correction had a

greater slope when regressed against ash density, resulting

from beam hardening in the HVF samples. With the

1200 mg HA /cm3 correction the measured tissue density of

the HVF samples increased resulting in a slope almost equal

to that of the SR�CT regression �Fig. 3�. �CT and SR�CT

TMD values were well correlated with each other when vol-

ume fraction groups were considered individually �HVF R2

=0.90−0.99; LVF R2=0.78�. With the 200 mg HA /cm3 cor-

rection, �CT-derived TMD of the HVF group was lower

than that of the LVF group, with similar slope. The

1200 mg HA /cm3 correction moved the HVF group toward

the LVF regression, softening the dependence on volume

fraction.

To ensure that thresholding technique did not influence

our results, BMC and TMD were recalculated for the �CT

data using the adaptive and volume fraction matching thresh-

olding schemes �results not shown�. These alternative

schemes resulted in slight shifts of absolute TMD and BMC

values, however, the tomography versus ash and �CT versus

SR�CT regressions were similar to the results of the fixed

threshold scheme shown in Fig. 3.

Spatially resolved comparisons highlighted substantial

geometric nonuniformity in the �CT data that did not exist

in the SR�CT data �Figs. 4 and 5�. Geometric nonuniformity

was quantified as the discrepancy between mineralization

values of the voxels in the inner and peripheral regions of the

specimen cylinder. For every specimen, the �CT data

with 200 mg HA /cm3 correction produced the greatest dis-

crepancy in mineralization values. The discrepancy was

most extreme in the HVF samples �mean diff between inner

and peripheral mineralization=46.7�3.3 mg HA /cm3�. The

1200 mg HA /cm3 correction lessened the discrepancy be-

TABLE II. Mean�SD of architectural and mineralization parameters measured by �CT with 200 and 1200 mg /cm3 BH corrections, SR�CT, and gravimetry.

Specimens were divided into two groups for analysis: High volume fraction and low volume fraction.

�CT

SR�CT Gravimetry200BH 1200BH 200BH vs 1200BH
a

�CT vs SR�CT
b

CT vs gravimetry
b

High volume fraction: FEM �n=5�

BV/TV �%� 33�5 32�4 NS 33�4 NS - -

Tb.Th ��m� 191�36 189�36 0.008 188�38 200BH - -

Tb.Sp ��m� 520�61 523�62 NS 520�64 NS - -

Tb.N �1 /mm� 1.9�0.3 1.9�0.3 NS 1.8�0.3 200BH, 1200BH - -

BMC �mg� 68�8 71�9 NS 84�10 200BH, 1200BH 91�11 200BH, 1200BH, SR

TMD �mg HA /cm3� 942�24 987�24 0.008 1147�24 200BH, 1200BH 1251�51 200BH, 1200BH, SR

Low volume fraction: TIB �n=4� and VERT �n=4�

BV/TV �%� 9�3 9�3 0.008 9�3 200BH, 1200BH - -

Tb.Th ��m� 126�16 123�16 0.008 123�16 200BH - -

Tb.Sp ��m� 958�174 969�177 0.008 952�172 NS - -

Tb.N �1 /mm� 1.0�0.2 1.0�0.2 0.008 1.0�0.2 NS - -

BMC �mg� 19�7 19�7 NS 22�8 200BH, 1200BH 25�8 200BH, 1200BH, SR

TMD �mg HA /cm3� 1027�27 1023�23 NS 1161�30 200BH, 1200BH 1295�36 200BH, 1200BH, SR

a
p values based on Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. NS indicates no significant difference.

b
�CT measurements statistically different from SR�CT, and tomography measurements statistically different from gravimetry are listed �p�0.05 Friedman

tests�. NS indicates no significant differences were found between �CT �either beam hardening correction� and SR�CT.
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FIG. 3. Left column: BMC and TMD values as measured by gravimetry �+�, SR�CT ���, �CT with 200 mg HA /cm3 BH correction �closed symbols, solid

lines�, and �CT with 1200 mg HA /cm3 BH correction �open symbols, dotted lines�. Middle column: Regressions of BMC vs ash mass and TMD vs ash

density. Right column: Regressions of �CT BMC vs SR�CT BMC and �CT TMD vs SR�CT TMD. All regressions significant at p�0.0001.

FIG. 4. Visualization of mineral density as a function of distance from trabecular surface. Mean mineralization was calculated at each distance value for all

voxels �circles�, for those in the interior of the specimen only �dashes�, and for those in the outer periphery only �pluses�. The discrepancy between the inner

and peripheral regions was used to quantify geometric nonuniformity �cupping artifact�. The greatest discrepancy occurred in high volume fraction bone

imaged on the �CT with the 200 mg HA /cm3 correction �top left�. The 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction reduced this discrepancy �top middle�, and the SR�CT

data revealed no discrepancy �top right�. The effect was less evident in low volume fraction bone �bottom row�.
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tween inner and outer regions �mean diff

=19.4�3.9 mg HA /cm3�. The synchrotron values showed

no discrepancy.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that �CT mineralization measures are

underestimated but well correlated with SR�CT and gravi-

metric data, particularly when structure types �specifically

volume fraction groups� are considered individually. Evi-

dence of beam hardening artifact was found in both high and

low volume fraction bone despite the use of a beam harden-

ing correction algorithm based on a 200 mg HA /cm3 wedge

phantom. In HVF specimens beam hardening artifacts

caused geometric nonuniformity in mineralization values of

substantial amplitude, approximately 50 mg HA /cm3 or

60% of the range of TMD across the sample population.

Geometric nonuniformity and TMD underestimation was re-

duced by employing a correction algorithm based on a

1200 mg HA /cm3 phantom; however, evidence of beam

hardening was still present in HVF bone, indicating the need

for a more effective beam hardening correction in some

cases.

The primary strength of this study is the use of SR�CT as

the gold standard for quantitative comparison. The mono-

chromatic beam precludes beam hardening; at our scanning

energy of 26 keV the bandwidth is on the order of 5 eV,

which would produce a variation of less than 0.1% in linear

attenuation. The beam is highly collimated, eliminating the

need for cone beam approximations in the reconstruction al-

gorithm. High flux ensures excellent signal-to-noise charac-

teristics. A second strength of this study is the use of trabe-

cular bone samples spanning a range of structure types. By

dividing our samples into groups based on volume fraction

we were able to discern and quantify the volume fraction-

dependence of beam hardening effects. Finally, this study

compared two beam hardening correction algorithms, quan-

tifying the beam hardening artifact extant with each. A limi-

tation of this work is the use of a single �CT system. Sys-

tems supplied by other manufacturers may be subject to

different errors and artifacts as they employ unique hard-

ware, source voltage, beam filters, and software artifact

corrections.
32

Thickness and density of the beam filter in

particular may influence beam hardening artifacts by altering

the energy spectrum of the beam. Though results are specific

to the �CT 40 system, the points of caution drawn from our

comparison are applicable to all polychromatic systems.

The results presented here were determined using TMD

calculated from Eq. �2�. An alternative approach would be to

calculate TMD as the mean intensity of all voxels represent-

ing bone. This method would require a segmentation step to

identify bone voxels followed by erosion of surface voxels to

avoid partial volume artifacts. TMD values calculated in this

way are highly sensitive to surface voxel erosion, while

TMD derived from Eq. �2� avoids this dependence on voxel

erosion. Data analysis was repeated for TMD calculated

from the mean intensity of bone voxels �results not shown�.

The resulting relationships between tomography and ash

were weaker than those shown here, and relationships be-

tween �CT and SR�CT were slightly stronger. TMD values

were 8% lower than those reported here �p�0.0001�.

This study found increased accuracy and decreased cup-

ping artifact with the 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction, confirm-

ing the recommendation previously made based on idealized

phantom imaging.
33

This finding suggests that density of the

wedge phantom used to produce the correction factor should

be chosen based on maximum tissue density rather than

mean apparent density of the specimen, as has been a com-

mon approach in the past.

Though evidence of beam hardening was reduced—or in

the case of LVF bone, eliminated—by the 1200 mg HA /cm3

correction, TMD was still significantly underestimated sug-

gesting the presence of additional sources of error. The min-

eralization phantom may be one important source of this

error. The mineralization phantom contains density regions

of 0−800 mg HA /cm3. Because the majority of voxels

within adult human bone specimens are at a mineralization

level greater than 800 mg HA /cm3, extrapolation of the

calibration curve is necessary to convert attenuation to HA

concentration. As beam hardening artifacts will also exist in

the phantom scan and are clearly dependant on density, it is

possible that extrapolation causes errors in the calculation of

high intensity voxels.
34

Recently, methods have been pro-

posed to manufacture pure HA-based phantoms with concen-

trations up to 3 g /cm3, which may be employed in the future

to avoid the need for extrapolation in performing

calibrations.
34

Ash values �mass and density� were significantly higher

than the �CT and SR�CT equivalents. Previous validation

of tomographic mineral density quantification is limited to

comparisons between SR�CT and microradiograph TMD;

relative error comparing the two techniques ranges from

2.2% to 6.5%.
20

It is expected that error between two x-ray

based techniques would be smaller than that between tomog-

FIG. 5. Quantification of geometric nonuniformity resulting from beam

hardening artifact. Values represent discrepancy in mineralization values

between peripheral and central voxels. Results for high volume fraction

�HVF� and low volume fraction �LVF� groups are displayed individually. +

denotes significant difference from zero �p�0.0001�. * denotes significant

difference between nonzero groups.
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raphic and gravimetric techniques. Some portion of the dis-

crepancy between tomography and gravimetry seen in this

study may be related to our method of calculating ash den-

sity, which uses tissue volume calculated by SR�CT as op-

posed to that directly measured from the sample using

Archimedes principle. It is possible that the tissue volume

calculated by SR�CT is underestimated—organic material

or osteoid surfaces may be excluded by the segmentation

process. It is also possible that ash mass includes

components—those of the nonstoichometric HA found in

bone, for example—which are not adequately accounted for

by the HA phantom calibration.
35

Though steps were taken to

prevent sample rehydration prior to measurement of ash

mass, such rehydration may be another source of discrepancy

between ash and tomographic values. TMD values calculated

by �CT �with the 1200 mg HA /cm3 correction� and

SR�CT and are related to ash density with similar slopes

that are far less than one �Fig. 3�. It is possible that the

effects described above are volume fraction-dependant in a

manner that would cause this relationship. Compton or other

scatter phenomena may also influence attenuation measure-

ments in a volume fraction-dependant manner, contributing

to this relationship.

This study represents the first quantitative comparison of

�CT mineralization evaluation against SR�CT and gravim-

etry. Our findings are significant in the context of mineral-

ization assessment of human biopsies, animal models, and

tissue engineered bone using polychromatic �CT systems.

These studies often include specimens of varying architec-

ture and volume fraction, and therefore may be subject to

errors due to artifacts that may mask effects of experimental

treatments. The interaction between volume fraction and

beam hardening artifact must be considered when investigat-

ing specimens from different subjects or anatomical sites, or

when comparing different regions within one scan. Addi-

tional work is necessary to investigate more appropriate min-

eralization calibrations, to devise more robust beam harden-

ing correction algorithms, and to isolate possible volume

fraction-dependant errors.
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